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Dear Kay
I recieved your flyer in the mail today I am having a problem now that would fall into what you are covering
with your inquiry, my problem is that my girlfriend since she has had our baby daughter become some what
selfish and of late has denied me access to my child for over a month when any mention of court action for
access is made the threat of an AVO is made to prevent this. These are to easy to get and usually are made
on fall information and are used to deny the other parent access.
I feel that while in some cases this is a nessisary evil the father usually gets the rough end of the pinapple and
though the government usually legislates for the lowest common denominator how ever they may like to take
a look at the grey areas where partiners take to being spiteful and so on thus cause a great wast of time and
court resorces doing so a workable solution needs to be found to prevent this as this is the second time this
has happened to me and is not an isolated case but a common event how ever it works out it must be fair and
flexable and set the rights of parants etc but by the same time covering the child from assault etc if there is a
reason that the child need be protected as there is a lot to talk about I would like to catch you at some time
and try to help out as I know that you care and will do the best you can to cover all bases with this enquiry.
hope it goes well for you keep up

